
Driving and Shopping Without Lines

It’s Monday. The first Monday since our governor closed eat-in dining facilities and
churches and schools. The first Monday since our mayor locked the front door of most of our
city’s offices and convention venues. The first Monday since nursing homes and hospitals and
retirement centers stopped most of us visitors from coming and going.

At mid-morning today I had to drive downtown and then make several other quick stops
back on the west side of town, and on this day - unlike any recent Monday I can remember - the
almost empty streets made those miles a breeze.

A retired doctor friend of mine popped off during a meeting we attended right before the
virus shut-down. “I have occasional fits of road-rage,” he confessed, and then he told us a tale
about how a dumb stunt by some driver had riled him a day or so before that. Most of us nodded
and, although we didn’t confess it, we knew that all of us had been there, done that. But today’s
traffic-less streets were one blessing I had not expected the virus to bestow on us. I drove from
one side of our downtown business district to the other without waiting for a single vehicle or
stopping at a single traffic light. I was on my own private one-way street. It was glorious.

Then, at my ailing wife’s bequest, I stopped at Walgreens to pick up a bottle of pills for
her. In the middle of what usually would be a busy morning, the parking place nearest to the
front door was vacant, just waiting for me. Inside that usually crowded store, I stood behind just
one other shopper. Everybody else stayed home. Hey, I could get spoiled to that.

At the post office I had the same experience. Mailing one of my books to a customer and
a box of past Christian Appeal issues to a nursing home chaplain in south Texas required me to
stop by my favorite postal substation. Lines there seldom are as long as they tend to be in the
larger branches, but even in this small neighborhood post office sometimes I’ve had to wait ten
or fifteen minutes in their line of customers. Not today. In that virus-emptied facility, today I
walked right up to the counter, and the relaxed clerk instantly processed my packages. No wait.
No line. I like that.

My point is simple. While much of this virus crisis is scary and tragic, still, if we look for
them, even in these bleak days we can find blessings to be thankful for.


